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Marist Youth House 
By Gilber Barillas 

 
The time we spent in the Karen village in Pala-U (Prachuap Khirikhan – Thailand) 
helped us to understand better the educational system of the area. We realized that the 
current level of education in the area is due to the lack of interest among the teachers           
concerning the education of the students and the quality of the programmes. Another 
problem that the young people face is the access to education especially at the           
secondary level. They have to travel from their villages to the nearest town to continue 
their studies, causing many to choose to work instead. 

  
This led us to reflect about the needs of the youth in our mission area. We went around 
discussing with the youth and villagers about the possibility of opening the Marist 
Youth House. We also spoke to the Parish Priest and Sisters to get their feedback before 
submitting the proposal of our apostolate to the council.  
 
“DEE” in the Thai language means “good!” Whenever we spoke to someone about our 
ideas and proposal, the same word was echoed - Dee! And so we decided to open the 
Marist Youth House (MYH), a place where young people can stay and  experience    
community life while participating in further academic endeavours. The MYH also 
offers educational opportunities for young people who wish to further their secondary 
studies, focusing in a special way on Catholic Karen population, but without excluding 

Brs Andrew, Gilber, Andres and Doroteo with the local community 
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A Reflection on the Youth Ministry in Pailin, Cambodia 
By Ignatius In 

 
For me, the major premise of our Marist Youth Ministry is shown in the well-known 
Marist phrase, “to make Jesus known and loved” by young people and children,         
particularly those most neglected in our societies. What are the keys to properly        
understanding Jesus as a living messenger of Divine Love proclaiming the Kingdom of 
God? The values of the Reign of God are evidenced by love and justice in our world. As 
Marists we strive to make sure that our ministry for educating the young people of   
Pailin is in line with those values. 

 
Some facts about the Kingdom of Cambodia 
I would like to start by outlining some important facts about the Kingdom of Cambodia 
where my Marist community is living: 
 

 
 
 Full name: Kingdom of Cambodia 

 Population: 14.5 million (UN, 2012) 
 Capital and largest city: Phnom Penh 

 Area: 181,035 sq km (69,898 sq miles) 

youths from other Christian denominations and the Buddhist religion. We also          
encourage them to take up music and arts; to develop pastoral and faith links within 
the community; or to learn vocational subjects such as farming. 
 
As Brothers, we try to accompany the youths and help them to actively reflect upon 
God’s call in their lives: Where He is calling and how they intend on following his       
desires for them. The MYH is a place where individuals are given assistance and       
mentored in exploring that call, both privately and communally. The MYH also        
supports them by providing an environment conducive to prayer as well as to            
participate in community and pastoral activities.  
 
Through this project, we further display our evangelization aspirations, sharing our 
Marist Charisma with the villagers and Catholic communities within Pala – U. Now, 
DEE has a new meaning for us: D – Development; E – Education; E – Evangelization. 
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 Major language: Khmer 

 Major religion: Buddhism 

 Life expectancy: 62 years (men), 65 years (women) (UN) 
 Monetary unit: 1 Riel = 100 Sen (One USD is 4,000 KHR) 

 Main exports: Clothing, timber, rubber 

 GNI per capita: US $820 (World Bank, 2011) 

 Internet domain: .kh 

 International dialing code: +855 

 
Dichotomy between academic subject matter and the life issues of students 
One of the biggest challenges I’ve found and reflected upon while teaching in Pailin is a 
remarkable dichotomy between academic subjects and the life issues of our students. 
 
On April 16th this year, a ferry, the Sewol, sank off the southern coast of Korea. Over 300 
passengers died, and 10 people are still missing. Most of the victims were second year 
high school students on a field trip to Jeju Island. The day that the disaster happened, 
the South Korean Coast Guard had a brief window and golden opportunity to save all 
the passengers. Yet they didn’t make an attempt to rescue anyone. Even worse, they  
refused to allow the Air Force, village fishermen on the scene and even a US rescue 
team to offer assistance.  
 
As an individual and citizen of Korea as well as a Religious Brother in the Church, this 
disaster shocked, pained and angered me a lot. More than one month after the tragedy I 
continued to feel extremely sad, furious and depressed. This led me to the realization 
that there are deep-rooted problems in Korean society such as an immoral collusion  
between politicians and business interests, government representatives and executives 
of the ship-building company involved in the ferry disaster. This exemplifies cronyism 
and the unbridled greed of a Capitalist system that values capital, industrial efficiency 
and profit more than human life.  
 
I started asking myself questions such as: “Is it possible to present classroom subject 
matter to students without addressing real-life issues in the world, starting with major 
concerns in the lives of our own students? The Korean ferry disaster opened my eyes to 
the need to address the dichotomy between a teacher’s interest in covering his           
academic subject and the concern of students about crucial issues in their lives. 
 
Why we need to reconcile the two 

There is a well-known phrase in Korea, 知行合一. It is one of the key theories of the 

Yang-ming School in Chinese Philosophy. Literally, it means the oneness of knowledge 
and practice. In other words, knowledge is of no use without practice and vice versa. 
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Early this year my Khmer language tutor, an educator 
and the Principal of a local Elementary School, told me 
about a gang rape in Pailin City. Teenagers raped a      
female classmate and were arrested by the police. From 
this tragedy I felt a need to introduce the topic of having 
friends of the opposite sex, showing respect for everyone, 
taking responsibility for one’s actions, etc. Teaching 
about the life issues and values of young people is just as 
important as covering the subject matter in computer 
and language classes.  
 
What students learn from our classes should be             
integrated with their concerns in life just as we believe 
that our life issues play an essential role in our own     
human development. Otherwise our faith may exist on a 
weak foundation, something Jesus warned against during 
his time on earth. Looking at our life we see that, like a 
coin, it has two sides and we need to envisage these as 
part of a single reality. 
 
A way to reconcile these two aspects 
In my classes I started to prepare lesson plans to include up of 10 minutes on life issues 
and 40 minutes on subject matter. However, it became evident that I needed to make 
an adjustment. Covering youngsters’ life issues required considerably more time than 
that needed for the subject matter. Here are some of the areas I’ve considered: 

 
1. Practicality taking precedence over theory: being able to converse outweighing     
mastering a language; in the case of girls, their being able to defend themselves from 
physical harm 

 
2. Psychological aspects: increasing students’ self-esteem by asking them to answer 
questions in a loud voice, to speak up with confidence; saying a definite Yes or No as 
warranted by a given situation; developing self-love and self-confidence 
 
3. Moral aspects: being honest, resisting evil, showing compassion to the needy,      
deepening one’s understanding of the meaning of sex and marriage (the family) in     
society 
 
4. Social aspects: contributing as an individual to the State’s development, showing   
concern for social issues and international issues; attaining a critical understanding of 
unbridled Capitalism and the seemingly inexorable process of globalization in today’s 
world 

 

Br Ignatius with the family of 

three students whose studies   

are  sponsored by the                      

Inchon Diocese of Korea 
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5. Confirming values beneficial to Cambodian society: showing self-respect and        
gratitude; asking forgiveness; cultivating a sense of responsibility for one’s life, being 
self-motivated, exercising critical thinking 

 
Conclusion 
Many people living in poverty dream that they will be happy if they prosper               
economically. I find it challenging to persuade my students and people in the area that 
economic development and happiness do not always go hand-in-hand. Happiness 
comes from within. Amassing a personal fortune in money and material goods will   
never guarantee happiness.  
 

Brs Hilario, Luis and Paco took some 
time to share their reflections about the   
meaning of Advent: In the Old and New 
Testaments, in times of hope, and in 
times of formation. The time we spent in 
silence was very helpful for personal  
prayer and reflection. The group sharing, 
community prayers, and the meals also 
helped us to contemplate on our lives in 
a deeper way. 

Live Awake!                                        
By Paco Garcia 

Dear brothers and sisters, 

The community at the Postulancy in    
Davao spent the first weekend of Advent 
at a retreat to prepare ourselves for the 
coming of Jesus. 

Br Paco with the first year Postulants  
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⦁  to live in a more lucid way, without   
falling for the folly that sometimes  
seems to invade everything, to dare to be 
different and not to desire comfort and 
convenience in everything   

⦁ to live with passion the small             
adventures each day brings, to not ignore 
those who need us,  to continue to make 
seemingly little expressions that build 
hope and make life a little better 

⦁   to awaken our faith, to seek and see 
God in everything and everyone, to be 
attentive to him who draws us towards 
happiness, to live not only of our projects 
but for the universal project of God.   

Happy Advent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADVENT, as Mark said, is to live awake, 
and to live awake is  

⦁ not to fall into skepticism and             
indifference, not to allow our hearts to 
harden, not to criticize and condemn but 
to awaken up the hope within actively   

Chapel at the retreat house Dining room at the retreat house 
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Mary, Our Model of Faith 
By Anthony Thuan 
 
Dear brothers and sisters, 
 
As all the Marist Communities all over the world celebrate the feast day of Mary, we, 
the Marist Novitiate in Tudella, also had a big day. 
 
Early in the morning, we attended Mass with the Brothers of Charity and some lay   
people. During Mass, we were reminded by the priest that Mary is our role model. She 
was fully human like us, yet she obeyed the will of God and lived a simple life. She     
entrusted herself fully to the hands of God, and even at the Cross, she still had total 
trust in God. We, too, are called to follow her example, and to aspire for holiness.  
 
At 11.30 am, we had a Marian prayer service during which we shared our experiences 
about our good Mother and her role in our lives. We, the Marist Novitiate community, 
come from different continents and backgrounds. We all have different experiences of 
Mary in our lives but what we have in common is we all know that Mary has been   
playing an important role in our lives and is part of us today.  
 
I enjoyed listening to the experiences of the Brothers, and sharing my experiences. This 
gave me the courage to persevere my vocation as a Marist Novice. As a young person I 
may not have much experience of Mary in my life, and may not recognize her presence 
sometimes, but I have full confidence in Mary and her powerful intercession, and I    
entrust my life to her.  
 

Birthday Greetings! For by me your days will be multiplied  

and the years of your life increased. Proverbs 9: 11 

Francis Attah 

26 January 

Canisio Wilrich 

17 February 

Dominador Santiago 

3 March 

Antonio Sanchez 

1 February 

George Valle 

22 February 

Jose Luis Grande 

12 March 

Doroteo Roman 

6 February 

Alex  
Arockiasamy 

26 February 

Pietro Codato 

15 March 

Malangmei Bartholomew 

30 March 
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 We ended our prayer service with a decade of the rosary and a beautiful song to Mary. 
After that we had a small party, which was attended by an Australian who has been  
volunteering in East Timor for more than 13 years. She plays an important part in the 
Marist mission in East Timor and have been contributing since the beginning of the 
mission there. “It is never easy to start a new mission in a foreign country, what more in 
East Timor,” she said. “It is by the help of God, through the intercession of our good 
Mother Mary that our work there prospers. So far, 500 teachers have graduated from 
our school and there will be more in the coming years,” she added.  
 
Her sharing convinced me that the lay people play an important part in the Marist   
Mission and that it is important to collaborate with more with them. I felt something 
burning inside me, the fire of mission, urging me to go in haste like Mary to a new land. 
I pray that Mary will be always our inspiration and that she will help us in our vocation 
and mission as Marists. Although we are unworthy to bear the name of Marist, she gives 
us this privilege. May she also help us in our daily difficulties because we are part of her 
family. 
 
I would also like to express my empathy for all the victims and survivors affected by the 
typhoon in the Philippines. Let us continue to pray for them so that God will strengthen 
and console them in this time of sorrow and grief caused by the loss of their loved ones 
and family members. May they remain hopeful and strong. 
 
As we prepare for the coming of the Lord Jesus into our hearts this Advent, let us share 
our love, care, joy and gladness with one another. May we always remember to pray for 
one another. May our Lord Jesus Christ through the intercession of our good Mother 
Mary, bless each one of us and grant us endless love, grace and blessings. 
 
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 2015. 
  
Yours,  
 
Thuan. 

Novice Br Anthony (Front row, 1st from the right) 

and his community members with Br Joe Mckee 
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Waiting 
By Peter Bao  
 
For many of us, it may be the end of the 
year, but for the Pakistani asylum seekers 
who were forced to come to Sri Lanka, this 
is just the beginning – the beginning of 
their struggles, starting their lives all over 
again. 
 
According to Sr Sharmali FMN, about 900 
Pakistani families were forced to leave 
their country, and they are struggling in 
their new environment. Nevertheless, they 
are determined to overcome these       
challenges that are part of their search for 
a better life. One of them shared that he 
and his family had to leave as they were 
facing religious persecution and death 
threats. They thought they would have a 
better life over here. 
 
Like Hussain’s family, asylum seekers are 
not allowed to work and are dependent on 
the Sri Lankan church and the UNHCR. 
Their children have not been going to 
school, some for more than a year. For 
now, the future seems bleak – there are no 
signs of hope, they have yet to be       
transferred to another country where they 
can start their life again, and are neither 
allowed to work nor send their children to 
school. One of the men shared, “I can’t go 
back to Pakistan, I will die there. Neither 
can I go to another country, until I get the 
permission from the host country.” For 
them going back to Pakistan is a death 
sentence. These desperate people are  
waiting for a glimmer of hope. 
  
We help by teaching their children basic 

English skills, others help them with their 
mother tongue. Every Friday, two Brothers 
and some Novices will go to Negombo 
where these children are. Most of the   
children can only read, hardly any can 
write. They have forgotten what they had 
learnt. Some were traumatised by what 
their experienced, like seeing bomb blast 
victims or people being burned alive. Some 
of them do not feel welcome and            
experience difficulties in adjusting to a 
new environment, language, culture and 
people. The majority of these children, still 
feel disoriented and unhappy.  
 

Many of them attribute the feeling of     
disorientation to the fact that they are 
housed in disadvantaged areas where they 
have no community links and often suffer 
racial harassment by local youths. One of 
the boys started to cry after his uncle left 
as he wanted him to accompany him while 
he studied. It shows that the children   
prefer to be with people whom they are 
familiar with or with those whom they 
trust. They are afraid, and hardly trust   
anyone. Asylum seekers and refugee     
children have multiple social needs and 
often suffer from poverty, lack of food or 
proper living conditions. 
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Novice Br Peter with some of the children at the convent of the                                                 

Franciscan Missionaries of Mary 

Christmas is approaching and everyone is 
waiting for the second coming of Christ, 
and I strongly feel the call to give hope and 
joy to these unfortunate children. During 
the Recollection Day that we had a few 
days ago, I was struck by the reflection, 
“Our world is not OK. We are surrounded 
by evil and suffering and we are not sure 
faith can endure what our eyes reluctantly 
witness each day.” 
 
Advent offers us with its play of darkness 
and light, urgency and stillness, fear and 

hope, and all that is true of what I am   
witnessing in those desperate people. I  
believe that the asylum seekers are eagerly 
waiting for a glimpse of hope, a glimpse of 
Christ. Let us be the hope and joy to those 
who suffer from material or spiritual    
poverty this Christmas.   
 
Wishing all a Merry Christmas. May the 
coming of Christ fill you with blessings. 
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 A Meaningful Christmas Celebration 
By Peter Bao 
 
We went to the Claretian Seminary early in the      
morning to help the Sisters to wrap gifts and prepare 
for mass. Mass started at 10 am at the chapel that was 
filled with more than 150 people. Apart from the      
children’s caroling session, which was beautiful, there 
were dance and song performances as well as a sharing 
session. After that, it was the much awaited               
distribution of gifts. At around 2 pm, we had lunch.  
 
This Christmas party was funded by the Religious     
Major Superiors of Negombo, and we contributed by     
helping to organize it. It was one of the most         
meaningful Christmas parties I’ve ever been to, and I 
believe that everyone enjoyed it, especially the         
children.  
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Hometown                                                                                                               
By Joseph Chien 

 
My hometown is typical of the many other villages in Vietnam. It is a small village in 
the middle of Ha Tinh Province - one of the poorest provinces in Vietnam. My village, 
Huong Boc, is an agricultural village. There are more than 1,000 people here and almost 
all of the villagers are farmers. We have a large field where we grow rice and look after 
our cattle. We also make wine, there is a wine company in my village. It is called Huong 
Boc because it is the name that we are proud of.  

 
People here look happier than other         
citizens, even though the quality of life 
here is not as high as in the city.  In this 
peaceful place, we live without noise,      
pollution or traffic jams. In our free time, 
we play some sports together. Although my 
village is not exciting or special, I love it 
more than other cities. I miss it when I 
leave home and always want to return 
when I have the chance, because it is the 
place that I was born and raised. 
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내 이름은 銃(총)알 / 밝은 하늘 

2014-09-28(일) 

My Name is Bullet / Bright Sky 
by Ignatius In 

Sunday, 28 September 2014 
 

내 銃알은 輸入産 洋말 

銃알의 이름 紹介하겠다 

銃알 넘버 원 Vested Interest 

銃알 넘버 투 Sophistry 

銃알 넘버 쓰리 Lunacy 

이제 銃알 

다 裝塡됐으니 

방아쇠 당길 일만 남았다 

너 操心해라 

마지막으로 警告한다 

  

** 시어 설명 ** 

1) 1번 총알: vested interest(旣得權/기득권) 

2) 2번 총알: sophistry(詭辯/궤변) 

3) 3번 총알: lunacy(또라이) 

  

My bullets are these imported words from 
the West 
Let me introduce them to you 

Bullet No 1 Vested Interest 
Bullet No 2 Sophistry 

Bullet No 3 Lunacy 

Now the bullets 
Are all loaded 

It’s time to fire 

Watch out 
This is your final warning 
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